Due to the burstiness property of compressed videos. an effective video traffic description scheme is important for efficient network bandwidth managements. This paper proposes an Elastically Deterministic Video Traffic Regulating mechanism (ED-VTR) that models and regulates the video traffic based on constraints of available decoder buffer space. In contrast to traditional methods. ED-VTR generates a transmission schedule that contains a series of monotonical!y decreasing bandwidth requests. Simulation results show that, using lower initial bandwidth and smaller decoder buffer requirement, ED-VTR can effectively reduce the complexity of bandwidth management and still hold advantages of traditional traffic smoothing and deterministic traffic modeling methodc.
I. Introduction
With the success of Internet and the enhancement of network infrastructures, rich video applications are generated substantially. However, compressed videos often exhibit the burstiness property on a variety of time scales, and this will increase the complexity of resource management. In such a situation, unacceptable delay or loss may occur if the network directly reserves the bandwidth according to the average rate of video source. In contrast, the resource may always be underutilized if only the peak rate of video source is used in the resource management. Furthermore, from the network perspective, any halfway request for increasing reserved bandwidth may complicate resource management and cause unexpected packet loss or latency. Therefore, the efficiency of resource management significantly depends on the performance of traffic modeling schemes.
To date, many literatures have proposed various video traffic modeling methods to describe characteristics of video sources, such as the self-similar model [I] and empirical envelope model with linear concave approximation 121. Basically, these schemes can he classified into two classes, the stochastic traffic modeling class and the deterministic traffic modeling class.
Deterministic modeling methods such as [2] can provide loss kee and hounded delay guarantees to the modeled 0-7803-8603-5/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE traffic. In addition, deterministic model can he paramcterized easily such that the implementation is more feasible than the stochastic approach. Therefore, this paper aims at related researches of deterministic traffic modeling.
Among those approaches, Pao and Sun 131 proposed a sliding-window rate-control scheme where the constraints of decoder buffer size and preloading time requirement were formulated. Wrege et al. [2] proposed an Empirical Envelope Modeling scheme, which is abbreviated as EEM in this paper, to characterize the video traffic. This scheme first used the worst-case description to get an empirical-envelope function E* for the actual cumulative transmitted data, and then generated a transmission schedule from E* in terms of the piece-wise linear concave upper approximation.
In this paper, an Elastically Deterministic Video Traffic
Regulating mechanism (ED-VTR) which consists of two major parts is proposed. The target of the fmt part is to generate a series of monotonically decreasing bandwidth requirements, and the target of the second part is to execute an active frame skip algorithm at sender, which can avoid arbitrary skip operations while the decoder buffer size is insufficient. The above operations are named as traffc regulation because they not only execute the improved traffic modeling and smoothing works, hut also execute the active frame skipping operations. Besides, it is noted that a QoS aware network in terms of the assistance of deterministic tra&c modeling can provide the bounded delay and loss free guarantees to packets [2].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 11, the proposed ED-VTR is described in detail. In section 111, the active frame skip algorithm used in the ED-VTR is presented. Section IV shows and discusses simulation results. Finally, section V concludes this paper.
Client-bounded deterministic traffic regulation
This study considers a video streaming sequence with N frames. The encoded bits of frame i is denoted ash, for +I, 2, .__, N. Additionally, a discrete time model with a unit of frame-time is used in this paper.
Based on characteristics of video decoding, ED-VTR
first constructs an estimated function of cumulative consumed data, L(n), which can he expressed as where D denotes the preloading time and n = 0 represents the time instant that the first video packet arrives to decoder. From the client viewpoint, any possible transmission schedule for the client must always be larger than or equal to L(n) to avoid buffer underflow. That is, L(n) is the lower bound of the targeted transmission schedule. After constructing L(n), the proposed scheme temporarily ibmores the worst-case description that is used to obtain the empirical-envelope E* in [2], and directly utilizes the piece-wise linear concave upper approximation to bound L(n). Meanwhile, a raw transmission schedule S R ( n ) comprising traffic parameter pairs { ( u , ! ,~, ! )
where M R represents the maximum number of parameter pairs, p,! is the i-th token rate, and U,! is the i-th corresponding token depth.
However, as mentioned earlier, the decoder buffer space of terminals available for video applications may be insufficient, such as cellular handsets. To prevent possible decoder buffer overflow, this work further includes an upper hound into the generating process of transmission schedules. The upper bound U(n) is then defined as
where B represents the available decoder buffer space of clients. Meanwhile, a mature transmission schedule F ( n ) for a targeted streaming video sequence is generated if the following two conditions hold 1) S ' ( n ) must always stay within L(n) and U@), i.e.
2) The requested bandwidths generated by S T ( n ) must always'he monotonically decreasing, that is Moreover, M ' represents the maximum number of mature parameter pairs generated by ED-VTR. The p'denotes the minimum transmission rate which does not cause the buffer underflow and overtlow in interval [ai, hi] .
From (3) and (4), S r ( n ) generates a series of handwidth requircmcnts that exhibit the monotonically decreasing property; that is, no midway request for increasing bandwidth happens. This property can significantly simplify the resource management of network. AAer generating S T ( n ) , this work now executes the worst-case description and obtains the empirical-envelope E* for S T ( n ) . Interestingly, the obtained E* is identical to S r ( n ) itself. It is easy to conclude that S r ( n ) also can obtain the bounded delay and loss free guarantees if the network traces S T ( n ) to reserve handwidth, since OUT proposed mechanism also belongs to the class of deterministic service models [2]. The detail algorithm of ED-VTR to generate a mature transmission schedule is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Active video frame skip
Involving in video streaming applications, insufficient decoder buffer capacity .at client side may reduce the efficiency of traffic regulating and cause non-sustained video playback. Traditional methods such as the Work-Ahead Smoothing scheme (WAS) [4] altematively increase and decrease the transmission rate by a wide margin for solving the problem. However, the operations may complicate the resource management of network, particularly when the available bandwidth is nearly exhausted. Instead of the above solution, ED-VTR includes an active video frame skip algorithm to solve the problem while still satisfying (3) and (4). The proposed frame skip algorithm can cooperate with ED-VTR to actively search for suitable frames to he skipped in advance at the sender, rather than passively and arbitrarily skipping overtlowed frames in the event of network congestion or buffer overflow.
For the sake of explanation, both L(n) and U(n) are redrawn by simplified piece-wise linear segments, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . By means of the proposed approach in Fig. 1 , the raw transmission rate pi" is obtained after executing the k-th linear concave upper approximation for the interval [JX , Pk] of L(n). In Fig. 2(a) , the concave depth Fi is defined as the minimum distance between the point L(T,) and the k-th linear concave upper hound. A large concave curvature is associated with a large concave depth. However, it is noted that a large concave depth combined with a small decoder buffer space increases the possibility of buffer overflow. Therefore, in the case involving in small decoder buffer space, the proposed frame skip algorithm is designed to reduce the concave depth and thus prevent possible decoder buffer overflow.
When the decoder buffer space is limited to B bits, it is obvious that the buffer overflow occurs in the interval [To,, To,] if p," is applied. Therefore, a new maximum permitted transmission rate without decoder buffer overflow for [Jk, Px] must he calculated by
The tangency point T, of L(n) and the transmission schedule with R,, in [Jk, Pk] can also be formulated as
On the other hand, although using R,, can prevent buffer overflow, it may also cause buffer underflow before time Pk. In Fig. Z(b) , the first time instant that causes buffer underflow is denoted as T. and expressed as To identify the most suitable temporal range for skipping frames in (Jk, Tu), this work fust considers one ,
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of the possible temporal ranges, (JX, T,). After skipping video frames in (Jk , T,), a new cumulative consumed function L"(n) having the concave depth F2 i n [Jk, Px] is generated, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . In [Jx, T,]> the slope of L'"(n) is smaller than that of L(n) because of fnme skipping, hut the slope ofL'"(n) in [T,, Pk] is the same as that of L(n). From Fig. 2(c) , the concave depth Fj is larger than F,. That is, the operation of skipping frames in (A, Finally, from the viewpoint of the flexible temporal scalability in video coding characteristics, skipping B-frames can minimize the influence on received video quality. Therefore, B-kames are actively skipped in [T, TJ to remove the gap between R , , and p: . The frame skip operation is repeated until the gap Diff between p," and R,,, at time Tu disappears, where Diff is displayed in Fig. 2(b) . After accomplishing frame skip operations in [T,, Tu], the resulted traffic beginning from time Jk is remodeled, and a maturc traffic parameter pair (u:,p:) then is generated and added to S r ( n ) .
IV. Simulation results and discussions
In following simulation scenarios, this work assumes that ED-VTR is implemented in the video server where its output link bandwidth is 45 Mbps. Three compressed test video sequences, Toreman", a part of movie "Jurassic Park I", and a part of movie "The Firm" are used. All video sequences are QCIF format with the frame rate of 30 fps. Moreover, a COP consists of 15 kames and its pattern is set to I-B-B-P format. Besides, all sequences are 3 minutes in length, where "Foreman" is repeated cyclically to form the video sequence. This work first utilizes three different video sequences to evaluate performances of ED-VTR. As shown in Fig. 3 , ED-VTR can significantly reduce the peak bandwidth requirement in the initial stage, particularly for complex video sequences. The maximum outdoor rate 384Kbps of 3G networks is applied here as a referred upper bound of available network bandwidth. Moreover, from Fig. 4 , the minimum required decoder buffer space for achieving loss free and bounded delay guarantees is presented. Based on three different video sequences, we observes that ED-VTR requires less decoder buffer space than the EEM method. To summarize, ED-VTR can effectively enhance the capability of EEM.
By observing curves in Fig. 5(a) , both ED-VTR and W A S provide identical modeling performance given sufficiently large decoder buffer space. Nevertheless, if the decoder buffer space is insufficient with a short preloading time D=2, as in the case of Fig. 5@ 
V. Conclusions
The proposed ED-VTR mechanism can generate a series of monotonically decreasing bandwidth requests for a video bitstream which can effectively reduce thc complexity of resource management. Moreover, with insufficient decoder buffer space, ED-VTR can still maintain sustained playback with good picture quality by intelligent Game skipping. Simulation results show that ED-VTR can preserve the merits of traditional traffic modeling and smoothing methods yet increase the efficiency of bandwidth utilization. 
